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Current Exhibition

'SUMMER HOLIDAYS'
MIXED EXHIBITION

Our 'Summer Holidays' Exhibition continues in the gallery until 31st January 2014.

'Cat On A Hot Tin Roof' highlights traffic jam galleries talented stable of Artists. The exhibition focuses
on summer themes, warm tones and gives audiences insight into tjg’s represented artists for 2014.
'Cat On A Hot Tin Roof' has been curated by the team at tjg and will feature a Soft Opening on Thursday
6th February, 12 - 6 pm where audiences are invited to view the new exhibition first hand, wine will be
provided courtesy of Mistletoe Winery.

Art Month 2014

Danielle McManus 'A Shoulder To Cry On'
Charcoal and Pastel on Paper
March is ARTMONTH 2014. Danielle McManus is our Artist featured in our March Virtual Exhibition.
Click our link to view artworks by Danielle McManus

Katrina Read
Katrina Read’s tranquil paintings focus on the eternal desire to find balance between the work we have
to do and a place of calm where we often would rather be. Her intricate brush strokes and delicate use of
mixed media transcend viewers into a peaceful underwater world.
Katrina often focuses on Feng Shui principles, with the three basic principles that everything is alive,
connected and changing, relayed throughout many of her works. Select pieces often reflect the
auspicious numbers of eight and/or multiples of eight and nine.
Katrina’s works invites viewers to take a deep breath and relax with the gentle flow of the water and the
movement of the fish. To view more artwork by Katrina Read, please click here.

Katrina Read, 'Destiny'
Acrylic with Mixed Media on Canvas

tjg Artwork Commissions…
Looking for an artwork but you are unable to find your perfect piece in the perfect size?
traffic jam galleries are happy to offer ‘Artists Commissions’.
Commissioning an artwork is an enjoyable process offering the Client the opportunity to tailor a specific
work to their needs. Whether it be colour, size, subject matter or style the team at traffic jam galleries
work with both the selected Artist and Client to formulate an artwork you will treasure for years to come.
Below are two commissions recently created for Clients at tjg.
SURFER GIRL by Starr
Was commissioned by a mother whose daughter religiously surfs and travels the world, the artwork
allowed this mother to connect with her daughter even when she is on the other side of the world.

ZAPPITY by Tracey Keller
Was commissioned as a bright fun piece for the Client’s son. The Client adores Zebras and had a specific
size in mind, Tracey was able to create an artwork which the client loves and fits her space perfectly.

ARTIST DINNER SERIES - Julie Hutchings

Our ARTIST DINNER SERIES 2014 commences with Dinner hosted by Julie Hutchings!!
Saturday, 5th April 2014
7.30 pm till Bedtime
Seats are selling fast!
For further information about our ARTIST DINNER SERIES please click here.

February Virtual Exhibition - 'Botanic'

Click on the link below to view our

'Botanic' Virtual Exhibition

Director's Choice
Hercules our Gallery Director is giving us a sneak peek of new works by Gemma Lynch-Memory.

If you would like to see more new paintings (not as yet featured on tjg website), call into the gallery and
ask one of our friendly team to show you our exhibition upstairs!
Quote: Worlds Apart... “Pop Art looks out into the world. It doesn't look like a painting of something, it
looks like the thing itself.” Roy Lichtenstein 1923 - 1997

Enjoy!
All the best from Bec, Clio, Hercules, Julie, Rebecca, Soti and Yan

41 MILITARY ROAD, NEUTRAL BAY, NSW 2089
(p) 02 9953 3831 (w) www.tjg.com.au (e) info@trafficjamgalleries.com
A BIG thank you to our wonderful sponsors
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